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We examine the possibilities of easy implementation of functional generators on small 
microcontrollers and show that the application relates to several classes of equations in natural 
numbers (Diophantic equations). We define h-easily computable functions to clarify the empirical 
concept of “easily implemented functions.” The number of concave functions that can be 
implemented in an easy way on microcontrollers is the main question addressed. The question has 
relevance, beyond for functional generators, for function approximations on microcontrollers. We 
provide a framework for the emerged classes of sets of equations and solve a few simple cases. A 
typical example of equation obtained for such a case is the following equation 

( )3 3 32 4 2 4 1 2(2 1) 2 2 (2 1) 2 (2 2 ) (2 2 ) 2r r rr r r r r rh c a− ⋅ − − = ⋅ ⋅ + − ⋅ − ⋅ , which relates to the design of 
piecewise linear concave functions on microcontrollers. Similar equations are obtained for n-
piecewise linear concave functions.  
Key words: Diophantic equation; Microcontroller; Functional generator; Arithmetic expression; Concave 

function. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Microcontrollers and embedded systems are ubiquitous today. However, microcontrollers have low 
precision and low computing power. The typical microcontroller uses only integers in a range corresponding 
to one or two bytes. Hence, the operands in arithmetic operations and the results (excluding carry operations) 
on microcontrollers are always integers in a limited range, typically 0 to 128 −  or 1216 − ;  we assume only 
positive integers throughout the paper. We take the common viewpoint that many application-oriented 
computational problems solved on microsystems reduce to number-theoretical problems – a viewpoint 
leading either to Galois fields or to the integer operation framework. 

To overcome the scarcity of computation resources in small microcontrollers, multiplications and 
divisions are avoided whenever possible; moreover, when these operations are imperatively needed, 
preference is given to multiplications and divisions by powers of 2, because they require only the shifting 
operation, which is a simple operation in microcontrollers. We show how this limitation leads to considering 
integer equations (Diophantic equations) with constants related to powers of 2. 

In this paper, we restrict to functions that can “easily” be computed on a microcontroller, in the sense 
that their expression involves only multiplications and divisions by powers of 2. We are interested to 
evaluate the number of such functions that are concave; this number is dependent on the microcontroller 
word width (8 bits, 16 bits etc.). The problem could be formulated as: “how many distinct waveforms can be 
generated based on easy computations using concave functions on an h-bit microcontroller?” 

Problems of real-valued function approximation on a microcontroller relates to the topic of this paper, 
as far as the approximant is expressed in a way that is easy to compute, in the sense discussed above. As a 
typical example, the generation of arbitrary waveforms for various applications, like the ones in Ricci et al., 
[1], requires arithmetic operations and function approximation. The research reported here was initially 
motivated by the need to generate complex waveforms for modeling biological signals used in echolocation, 
as discussed by Boonman et al. in [2]. In a companion paper, we will show how the implementation of 
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recursive series based on the tent map and other similar functions in a microcontroller also leads to several 
problems related to Diophantic equations as presented here.  

While the use of microcontrollers always involves arithmetic with integers only, thus directly relaying 
on Diophantic problems, there are few explicit references in the literature to the Diophantic equations when 
solving problems on microcontrollers. Doležel and Vašek discuss in [3] linear Diophantic equations in 
relation to microcontrollers in control applications, while Matušů and Radek relate the problem of robust 
tuning of PI controllers to the same kind of equations [4]. In a more general framework, of discrete 
computations, Lordelo, Juzzo, and Ferreira analyze interval Diophantine equation in relation to robust 
controllers [5], while Prokop, Matušů, and Prokopová apply Diophantic equations to develop a MATLAB 
environment for control [6], a result extended in [7] by Hromcík et al. Partly relevant for the topic in this 
paper is also [8] where Martin, Moskowitz and Allwein discuss the noisy channels and their information 
capacity in relation to Diophantic equations. 

The operations in microsystems with fixed precision are best described in the frame of finite (Galois) 
fields. A Galois field is a finite set G endowed with two internal operations, + and × , forming Abelian 
groups; moreover the multiplication is distributive over addition. The order of the Galois field is the number 
of elements in G. We will denote by )2( hGf  a Galois filed of order h, with )12,...,1,0{ −= hG  and with the 
operations induced by the arithmetic operations over ù, modulo h2 . These are indeed the operations 
typically realizable on microsystems. The Diophantic equations we discuss would become, for fixed h, in the 
frame of Galois field theory, finite field equations. The use of Diophantic equations instead of finite field 
equations is motivated, among others, by the fact that we do not know what choices of h best fit a given 
design problem. The design with microsystems includes the choice of a microsystem that trades off the cost 
and the technical quality of the design. Hence, approaching a design problem from the side of Diophantic 
equations allows us to determine what representation precision, h, is the best for the problem. 

The topic exposed herein also has direct relationship with the interval arithmetic of Moore [9], which 
became a standard tool [10, 11]; however, while interval arithmetic is useful mainly for processors with 
words larger than 16 bits, we are interested primarily in low-end processors, where multiplications and 
divisions can not be easily implemented and where exact natural solutions are preferred whenever possible. 
In this respect, the topic addressed here is a special one in the frame of interval arithmetic. 

We notice a few facts of interest in several technological domains. Out of the concave functions, those 
whose graphs intersect the first diagonal are the only important in several classes of applications, like 
nonlinear series generation; we will refer to these functions by saying that they have points above the first 
diagonal, or that they intersect the first diagonal. In some equipment, for obvious reason, we wish that such 
functions are defined over the whole range of numbers the processor can represent; in other words, any input 
to the processor should be a valid variable value for the function. Moreover, we may wish that the output of 
the processor, that is the values of the function also cover the whole possible interval. We will refer to such 
functions as “perfect” in applications. However, we will also use relaxed conditions for the function. 

In the second part of the paper, we briefly present the concept of “easily-computable expression”. In 
the third Section, we deal with a simple class of concave functions, the “tent maps”, and derive the 
corresponding Diophantic equation for the “perfect” maps. The fourth Section briefly presents the need to 
relax the conditions in the previous section. The fifth Section extends the discussion to 4-piecewise linear 
functions. The final Section is conclusive and lists future work directions.  

2. EASILY COMPUTABLE FUNCTIONS ON MICROCONTROLLERS 

Algebraic functions “easily computed” on microcontrollers satisfy the following conditions: 
i. They are integer valued functions of integer variables, :f →  or :f → ; throughout the 

paper, {0,1,...}= . 
ii. The variable values and the values of the function are limited to the range of the processor word, for 

example 8 bits or 16 bits ( )2(),2( 168 GfGf ). 
iii. They are expressed by arithmetic operations restricted to addition, subtraction, multiplication by 

powers of 2 and division by powers of 2, moreover whenever a division by a power of 2 is 
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performed, the floor function is utilized; also, the operations are performed without carry, that is, 
the acceptable operands and the operations never produce overflow (results larger than the system 
precision, 12 −h ). In other words, operations are from )2( hGf , but multiplication is restricted to 
powers of 2. 

iv. Whatever logical conditions are allowed in the description of the function, as logical operations are 
fast and never produce overflows. 

v. Whenever overflow occurs, the operation )2mod( h  is applied; recall that the modulo operation is a 
critical one in microcontroller arithmetic. 

Subsequently, we use notations similar to those commonly used in Galois field arithmetic [12]. Denote 
by h  the operation defined by k

h aka 2×=  and by h◊  the operation  k
h aka 2/=◊ , where    denotes 

the floor operation, and hk < . It may seem that by replacing multiplication by h  and division by h◊  we 
obtain a method to build regular expressions as for usual arithmetic; however, we loose the meaning of 
introducing the new operations. We will say that a number is an (h-) easy number if it is in the specified 
range, say 0, …, 255 12 8 −= =h . Any easy number is an easy expression. For any two easy numbers, n  and 
m , their sum mn +  is an easy expression if mn +  is an easy number; the same applies to subtraction. For 
any khn −< 2 , kn h  is an h-easy expression. For any h-easy number kn 2> , kn h◊  is an h-easy expression. 

Denote by % the modulo, )2mod( h , operation. For whatever  12 −< hn ,  nnn h == )2mod(%  is an easy 
arithmetic operation. Any arithmetic expression formed by concatenation of easy expressions as operands in 
easy expressions is allowed. For example, 12)3)254102(%(% +◊+ hh , with the precedence rules from 
standard arithmetic, is an 8-easy expression equal to 49.  

We introduce the operations h⊕  and h⊗  by )2mod()( h
h nmnm +=⊕  and 

)%()2mod()2( nmmnm h
hn

h =⋅=⊗ . These are well defined operations for whatever nm,  h-easy 
numbers, moreover, nm h⊕  and nm h⊗  represent h-easy expressions. Functions h-easily computable are 
expressed (exclusively) by h-easy expressions and logical conditions. For example, for t , mn,  easy 
numbers, mnttf hh ⊕⊗=)(  is a “linear easy function”, having the form β+α= ttf )( , while 

mtnttf hhh ⊕⊗◊= )()(  is a “quadratic” function on an h-bit processor. Herein, we are concerned with such 
functions. We analyze a subclass of these functions, namely the concave functions on the allowed range of 
integers. We show that these “easy computable” functions, when linear piecewise, are solutions of a class of 
Diophantic equations. 

The above construction resembles a Galois binary field (Gf) of h2  numbers, )2( hGf , with the addition 
defined in the standard way, by the XOR operation applied bit-wise and carry free (see [12]), but with 
“multiplication” reduced to shifts. Notice that we imposed conditions that restrict multiplication to only some 
of the elements of )2( hGf . Thus, the typical constructions in )2( hGf  are not fully allowed, because not all 
multiplications ba G⊗ , )2(, hGfba ∈  in a Galois field are allowed, moreover divisions are allowed only by 
powers of 2. This is the reason we preferred to define the “h-easy operations” in a formal language oriented 
manner, moreover this constitutes one of the reasons we will favor a treatment based on Diophantic 
equations instead of Galois field equations. 

3. DIOPHANTIC TENT MAPS AND EASILY COMPUTED TENT MAPS  

It is easy to compute that, on an h-bit processor, one can generate a number of Th )2(  distinct discrete-
time waveforms, { ( ) | 1, 2,..., }w t t T= , consisting of T samples. The samples may be stored and extracted 
from the memory, or they may be computed by some function }12,...,0{},...,1{: −→ hTw . Here, we are not 
interested by these procedures, but by functions }12,...,0{}12,...,0{: −→− hhf  whose variable is the input 
of the system. In addition, we are not interested by arbitrary waveforms, but in waveforms that can be “easily 
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computed”, moreover that are represented by concave functions. Of special interest are those functions that 
attain the limits of the input interval, 0 and 12 −h , or, at least, loosely speaking, are covering most of the 
respective interval. Not all concave functions }12,...,0{}12,...,0{: −→− hhf  are “easily computable”; 
moreover, such a function can be represented by at most h2  samples on a h-bit processor. 

Many applications, like the generation of chaotic series, use the tent map. The typical tent map is a 
positive function with a triangular shape, like in Fig. 1. We are concerned with two cases, that of the triangle 
exactly inscribed in the square )12()12( −×− hh , reaching the maximal value of the input variable and 
occupying the whole range of the variable, as in Fig. 1(a), and the case of triangles with height less than the 
upper limit of the range of the input variable, yet with the upper vertex above the first diagonal (bisector), as 
in Fig. 1(b). For convenience, we are interested here only in triangles that intersect the first diagonal in two 
points, one being (0,0). 

The tent map equation is, for natural numbers, 





+≤≤−−
<≤

=
ljlijxjjxlij

jxix
xf

/)()(
0

)(     ; 

here, , , ,i j l x∈ , 0,0 >> li . The requirement of multiplication only by powers of 2 imposes that 

, {2 | }ki l k∈ ∈ ; x∈ ; let qp li 2,2 == . The tent map can be expressed as  

pxxfjx h⊗=⇒≤≤ )()0(  , ))(()()()/)(( qjxpjxfljlijxj hhh ⊗−⊕⊗=⇒+≤≤  . 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  (a) (b) 

Fig. 1 – a) Inscribed in the square; b) with height lower than the width.  
 

Subsequently, we refer to Fig. 1. Assuming the slope of the first line equal to p2 , 1≥p , b must be a 

power of 2, precisely must be divisible by p2 ; but 12 −= hb  is odd. Thus, there is no perfect tent map, 
covering the entire  12...0 −h  domain with the first line above or covering the first bisector. For the triangle 
to have the base with endpoints 0 and 12 −h , moreover a height equal to 12 −h , at least one of the other 
two edges must have a slope at least equal to 1; thus, there is no perfect tent map. 

We consider the case of a height of the triangle bc ≤ . Imposing to the slopes of the two lines 
represented by powers of 2, say p2  and q2− , the equations are pac 2⋅= , and respectively ( ) qabc 2⋅−= . 

After a few replacements, ccb qp =⋅⋅− +− 2)2(  and qp ccb −− ⋅=⋅− 22 , or )22( qpcb −− +⋅= , and the 

conditions that must be satisfied become c divisible by p2  (because pac 2⋅= ) and  

qp

p

pq bbc −−− +
⋅=

+
⋅=

21
2

22
1 . 

As , ,a b c∈ , b should be divisible by qp−+ 21 . On an 8-bit processor, 7, ≤qp ; in applications, we 
may prefer 4, ≤qp . For example, for 1,2 == qp , the condition becomes )3/4(⋅= bc , while for 

0,2 == qp , the condition is )5/4(⋅= bc . 
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If we choose hb 2= , then qp

hp
c −

+

+
=

21
2 , which is not an integer for qp ≠ . If we choose 12 −= hb , then 

( )
qp

hp

c −+
−

=
21

122 , which is a possible case in the sense that c can be an integer; indeed, for 8=h , for 

1== qp , 255=c , but c is not divisible by 12 =p ; for 1,2 == qp , 2552 ⋅=c , which is an integer, but larger 

than 255 and not divisible to 22 =p etc. The only case satisfying , 256c c∈ <  and 1≥p  is obtained for 
1== qp , yet, in this case, c is odd, hence a is not an integer. 

Because 12 −h  is odd for all values of positive integers h except 0, there is no solution except for 
0)21mod()12( =+− −qph . For 8=h , possible cases are 1== qp , ( 255)21mod(2552 01 =+⋅ ); 

0,1 == qp , ( 1663/2552)21mod(2552 11 =⋅=+⋅ ); 0,2 == qp  ( 204)21mod(2552 22 =+⋅ ); 

0,4 == qp , ( 2401516)21mod(2552 44 =⋅=+⋅ ). Thus, we are forced to relax conditions for practical use.  

4. RELAXED CONDITIONS FOR THE TENT MAP  

Various relaxation possibilities would work for implementations, including a larger definition interval 
than 12 −h  (with truncation at the upper limit of the allowed interval of values), or tents with lower value 
than the maximal one, 12 −h , as above. In addition, we can relax the condition that the linear interval 
borders represent points in × . The only condition we can not relax is that the slopes are powers of 2.  

Until now, we considered that the two lines representing the tent map should intersect in the upper 
vertex of the triangle that must belong to × . Yet, this condition is not mandatory in applications. Indeed, 
for most applications, we can accept a “broken” triangle or a trapezium with a very small upper edge, like in 
Fig. 2. Broken triangles are acceptable as long as no possible input value falls into the gap. Because this 
condition is difficult to control if the gap is larger than 1 (the two upper points of the broken triangle have 
abscissas represented by two consecutive natural numbers), it is preferable to use a trapezium, that is, 

cxf =)(  in the gap. This is an exception to the rule that all line segments have slopes from the set 
{2 | }q q∈ .  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 – Broken triangle and trapezoid with narrow upper edge approximating a tent map.  
 
Throughout this paper we do not deal with shapes that are obtained by symmetry and will assume the 

reader notices them as obvious cases. For example, in Fig. 3, the triangles obtained by symmetry with respect 
to the vertical median (vertical line at 2/b ) are assumed. A simple geometric interpretation is that the tent 
map, according to the restrictions observed here, can be obtained only using lines like in Fig. 3, with slopes 
that are powers of 2. Such lines do not generally intersect into points from the lattice × . However, for 
various utilizations, the condition ( ),P PP x y= ∈ ×  can be relaxed, because this condition is desirable, 

but not required in applications. Recall that the only essential conditions in applications are that of rk 2,2  
slopes, and possibly that both constants of the second line, )(22 axcy r −⋅−= , are integers, ,a c∈ . 
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Fig. 3 – Explanatory for tent maps with edge slopes powers of 2.  

 
We can relatively easily estimate the number of solutions for various relaxation conditions, using the 

geometric interpretation of the equations. Such an estimation will be provided in another paper. 

5. REPRESENTATION OF 4-PIECEWISE CONCAVE FUNCTIONS ON ]12,0[ −h  

In applications requiring the generation of “complex waveforms”, the concave functions play a central 
role of “building blocks”. For many such applications, “protuberance”-type functions are needed, that is, 
functions having an increase followed by a decrease, on the given interval of values, moreover including 
under their graphs a segment of the first bisector. We deal here with concave functions that have only 
positive values in a given interval corresponding to the numbers representable in the microcontroller. We 
will assume an 8-bit microcontroller in the examples. 
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Fig. 4 – a) Approximation of a parabolic curve by a piecewise linear function with slopes 1, 2± ± ;  

b) notations for a 4-piecewise linear concave function. 
 

We use a piecewise linear concave function composed of four segments of lines, like in Fig. 4a). 
Moreover, we allow only lines with the slopes with values represented by powers of 2. We are first 
concerned with maps defined on exactly the interval ]12,0[ −h  and that cover exactly the same value 
interval, moreover the segments have endpoints in × . Thus, ideally, the linear piecewise function would 
reach, for some value b∈ , the maximal value available in the range of the microcontroller, 12)( −= hbf ; 
for an 8-bit microcontroller, 25512)( 8 =−=bf . The maximal value allowed for the variable would ideally 
be also 255. Then, the equations of the lines describing the behavior of the function f are: 
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:4∆  ( )
cd

ccxd
cd
cxy

−
−−−

⋅γ=γ⋅
−
−

−γ=4 , or ( ) ( )cdxdy −−⋅γ= /4 , 

where , ,a b c∈ , 12 −= hd , { }/ , (255 ) /( ), (255 ) /( ), /( ) 2 |sa b a c b d c sα − α − − γ − γ − ∈ ∈ , and 
some restrictions may apply in applications, for example the slopes are limited to some reasonable values, 
say 







∈−γ−γ−−α−α 8,4,2,1,

2
1,

4
1,

8
1)/(),/()255(),/()255(,/ cdbcaba . 

Example. Consider the slope of the first segment in Fig. 4b to be p2  and the second segment to have 
the slope 12 0 ==q . Then, the conditions that the first two segments intersect in a point of the lattice ×  
and that the second segment has the end at height 12 −h  produce 

baaba pph +−⋅=−+⋅=− )12()(212 , 12, −≤ hba , 

where h is known. For every predetermined p, the above equation is a linear Diophantic equation in a and b, 
which can be solved according to the Euclidian generalized algorithm. This provides a hint for building a 
faster algorithm than the brute force one: loop for p and solve the resulting linear Diophantic equation. 
Notice that for most of the typical values of p, 1, 2, 3, 5p = , 12 −p  is prime (because of the well known 
theorem saying that if p  is prime, then 12 −p  is prime). If we chose 1=p , 8=h , we obtain ba +=255 , 
which leave no space for the descending branch of the function. Choosing 2=p , 8=h , we obtain 

ba += 3255 , with solution 70=a , 45=b .  
The general problem arising from the above application is: for a given h, find γα,,,, cba  integers such 

that lines of slopes that are rational powers of two pass through the couples of points ( )0,0( , ),( αa ); ( ),( αa , 
)12,( −hb ); ( )12,( −hb , ),( γc ); ( ),( γc , )0,12( −h ). Notice that, ideally, the real piecewise function would 

map the interval ]12,0[ −h  into itself and thus would map a set of h2  integers into a subset of itself, with 
some possible integer values missing because of the rounding of real values, but mandatory including 0 and 

12 −h . The conditions above represent a set of Diophantic equations: (i) 12/ ra =α ,  (ii) 22)12( r
h

ab
=

−
α−− , 

which, for an 8-bit microcontroller becomes 22255 r

ab
=

−
α− , (iii) 32)12( r

h

bc
=

−
γ−− , which, for an 8-bit 

microcontroller becomes 32255 r

bc
=

−
γ− , (iv) ( ) 42rcd =−γ , 12 −= hd , with solutions that must satisfy the 

conditions 1 2 3 4, , ,r r r r ∈ , , , , ,a b c α γ∈ , 12 −<<< hcba , h∈ ; for microcontroller problems, 
typically 8=h  or 16=h . Algebraic manipulation leads to: 

)(22)12( 21 aba rrh −⋅=⋅−− , ( )cdr −⋅=γ 42 , ( ) 34 2)(2)12( rrh bccd ⋅−=−⋅−− . 

where 12 −= hd . Further algebraic manipulation leads to )22(2)12( 212 rrrh ab −⋅=⋅−− , 
( ) 34 2)(122)12( rhrh bcc ⋅−=−−⋅−− , and finally, after computations, 

( ) 3

2

21
34 2

2
)22()12(2122)12( r

r

rrh
rhrh acc ⋅

−⋅−−
−⋅=−−⋅−− . So, the related Diophantic equation is 

( ) 321323242 2)22(2)12(2212222)12( rrrrhrrhrrrh acc ⋅−⋅−⋅−−⋅⋅=−−⋅⋅−⋅− , thus 

Proposition. The “perfect” 4-pieces, concave piecewise linear functions that are h-easily computable 
on a h-bit processor satisfy the Diophantic equation 

( ) 321342423 2)22()22(2)12(22)12( rrrrrrrrrh ac ⋅−⋅−+⋅⋅=−−⋅− , for ,a c∈ , 1...4r ∈ , hr <|| 4...1 . 
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The above condition is a necessary condition for the concave function. The problem is to solve the 
above equations for ,a c∈  and 1...4r ∈ , for every value of h. Notice that if h  is prime, 12 −h  is also 
prime. Consequently, the solution should satisfy, for some k∈ , the condition  

kac hrrrrrr ⋅−+⋅−⋅=+⋅⋅ )12(2)22()22(2 321342 . Also notice that the equation has the form 
)2()2()2( SQcPa =⋅+⋅ , where QP,  and S  are polynomials with coefficients 0, 1± , or 12 −h . While this 

equation has a distant similarity to Thue equation and to the Diophantic equation studied by Inkeri [13], they 
are not equivalent even if one or two coefficients r are fixed. The above equation can be seen as related to 
Pillai equation kbyax nm =−  where the variables x, y are replaced by the constant 2 in Pillai’s equation [14], 
while the constants a, b in Pillai’s equation become variable, moreover more factors are added.   

The conditions imposed above may be attractive, but are too restrictive in general use. Relaxed 
conditions can be assigned in various ways.  

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown how several problems related to function approximation and complex signal generation 
on microcontrollers, under the constraint of using easy to compute arithmetic formulas give rise to systems 
of Diophantic equations involving coefficients in the form h2 , r2 , 12 −h , 12 −r .  

Several problems remain unsolved. We list a few of them; i) Solve the 4-piecewise related Diophantic 
equation for the “perfect” concave function (i.e., with the peak in 12 −h ); ii) solve the Diophantic equations 
for the various relaxed cases as presented in Sections 4 and 5; ii) write an efficient algorithm ALG(n,h) to 
determine the solutions for the general n-piecewise convex function and for h;  iii) is there any systematic 
manner to solve the general problem ii) for relaxed conditions? iv) find an efficient algorithm for 
numerically solving iii); v) develop the counterpart of the Diophantic equations for the previous cases in the 
framework of Galois field equation; vi) based on the solutions of the above, build efficient applications for 
function generators, approximation problems, and nonlinear recursive series. In the framework of numerical 
approximation, an open problem is: vii) given some function )2()2(: hh GFGFf → , find its best 
approximation (according to some approximation criterion) by piecewise linear functions with slopes from 
the set {2 } {0}r

r∈ ∪ . We propose ourselves to present, in future papers, algorithms for estimating solutions 

of sub-classes of concave natural valued functions in an interval from 0 to 12 −h . The general case of 
piecewise concave functions, as well as several applications will also be analyzed in future works. 
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